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The stabilizing effect of sugar-glass matrix materials for freeze-drying proteins or nucleic acids has been

variously ascribed to the thermodynamic effect of ‘water replacement’ by sugar molecules or to the

kinetic effect of slowed a relaxation associated with sugar matrix vitrification. While evidence for each

of these hypotheses exists, we show that neither can adequately account for the observed stabilization

of proteins embedded in sugar-glasses. Instead, we find firm evidence that protein stability in these

glasses is directly linked to high frequency b relaxation processes of the sugar matrix. Specifically, we

observe that when the b relaxation time, sb, of sugar-glasses is increased with antiplasticizing additives,

protein stability increases in linear proportion to the increase in sb, even though these same additives

simultaneously decrease the glass transition temperature, Tg, and the a relaxation time, sa, of the sugar
matrix materials. Moreover, we find that while sugars ‘replace’ water by stabilizing protein native-like

conformation in the dry state, the resulting enhanced protein conformational stability does not have

a significant impact on the degradation rate of the proteins in sugar-glasses. We discuss implications of

these findings for the fundamental physics of glass formation and for effective engineering of protein

stabilizing glasses through the modification of sb.‡
Introduction

Many plants and animals possess the remarkable ability to

survive long periods of time in extremely dry environments by

producing high intracellular concentrations of sugars in response

to dehydration stress. Delicate biological structures and labile

macromolecules are protected by these sugars, even under

complete desiccation, creating a suspended state of biological

activity in the dry state that can be recovered almost miracu-

lously upon hydration. The role of sugars in protecting dried

biological structures and molecules was first recognized by

Crowe et al.1 for lipid membranes, and later for proteins by

Carpenter et al.,2 who subsequently demonstrated that sugar-

based glasses could be used to stabilize labile analytical proteins

for biotechnological applications.

Starting from these pioneering initial studies, the practice of

preserving biological agents in carbohydrate glasses has become

widespread. Indeed, the ability to store proteins in a dry state and

the recovery of protein function after rehydration is essential in

many fields: analytical enzymes, foods, and biopharmaceuticals

all rely on sugar-based glassy matrices to stabilize proteins. The
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practical importance of this technology can be appreciated by

considering that approximately one third of all therapeutic

proteins in the $80 B biopharmaceutical industry are stabilized in

sugar-based glasses. (i.e., formulated as freeze-dried products).3

Despite the importance of this protein preservation method

and decades of practical application, the mechanisms by which

sugar-based preservative matrices (‘sugar-glasses’) impart dehy-

dration stability to proteins are simply not well understood. As

a consequence, many protein-based drugs cannot even be stabi-

lized sufficiently for clinical trials, in spite of best efforts.4 It is

well documented that proteins sequestered in sugar-glasses can

degrade through chemical pathways such as oxidation, hydro-

lysis and deamidation, or physical changes that may lead to

aggregation upon rehydration,5 but it is not clear what factors

most strongly influence the rates of these processes, or how to

best control or predict them. A better understanding of the

fundamental mechanisms underlying protein degradation in

glassy sugar-glasses will allow better control over degradation

rates, and will have tremendous economic and social value.

Proteins degrade in glassy matrices by essentially the same

modes as they do in aqueous solution. The major chemical

degradation mechanisms are known for proteins in aqueous

solution,6 and typically involve protein conformational mobility

as well as transport of small-molecule reactants, such as oxygen

or water. There are likely to be differences in the details of these

degradation mechanisms in the glass, but the requirement of

protein local mobility and reactant transport is undoubtedly

retained. Similarly, protein aggregation is likely to require local

protein mobility while in the glass. It is thought that proteins may
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991 | 2983
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undergo small conformational changes while in the glass that

expose hydrophobic groups, generating an ‘‘aggregation

competent’’ state, and that aggregation occurs subsequently

when the protein-sugar glass matrix is re-dissolved in buffer and

the protein has significant translational mobility.

Although degradation mechanisms may be similar in glass and

in aqueous solution, the glass presents an environment that is

much more complex. Unlike most liquids above their melting

points, glassy systems contain local dynamical fluctuations that

can persist out to macroscopic timescales, and this can signifi-

cantly impact transport properties.7 Also, sugar-glasses con-

taining proteins are generally dried from aqueous solution and

typically contain some residual water. It is well established that

water-protein enthalpic interactions are generally stronger than

sugar-protein interactions,8 and this results in residual water

being preferentially found at the protein-sugar interface.9

Proteins themselves are not homogeneous, and some regions of

the protein surface are more hydrophilic than others.10 Accord-

ingly, residual water will be associated with some regions of

proteins preferentially over others.11 This complex glassy envi-

ronment has made it difficult to definitively identify primary

variables in protein stability.
Prevailing hypotheses for protein stabilization

Two classes of hypotheses for how proteins are stabilized in

sugar-glasses have been widely discussed; one class focuses on

dynamics, and the other on thermodynamics. Both classes

include specific hypotheses that focus either on the sugar’s role or

on the role of residual interfacial water.

The thermodynamic hypotheses explicitly consider mecha-

nisms for retaining near-native protein conformation and

implicitly assume a connection between protein conformation

and stability against degradation - ostensibly through thermo-

dynamic suppression of conformational fluctuations thought to

be required in degradation processes. In the ‘water replacement’

hypothesis, the sugar-glass matrix is proposed to substitute for

water and thermodynamically stabilize the native conformation

of protein by providing appropriate hydrogen bonding and polar

interactions at the surface of the protein.12 As mentioned previ-

ously, residual water in the glass will preferentially reside at the

protein-sugar and a ‘water entrapment’ hypothesis would suggest

that this interfacial water provides some thermodynamic stabi-

lization of the native protein conformation.13 On the other hand,

it is clear that the sugars contribute to additional stability of the

native secondary structure.14 There is much evidence for

a correlation between near-native conformation in the glass and

stability against degradation,15-17 but this relation has not been

quantifiable, and, as we will show below, does not extend over

the full range of sugar-glass compositions.

The alternative class of hypotheses focus on dynamics. These

assume that degradation is inevitable (i.e., thermodynamically

favored), and that the rates of these chemical and physical

processes are simply slowed down by the sluggish structural

relaxation of the matrix.22 The ‘vitrification hypothesis’ focuses

on the dynamics of the sugar-glass itself; usually in terms of the

a relaxation time, sa, where a larger sa is usually associated with

slower degradation.23-25 Tests of this hypothesis often indicate

a rough correlation, but the dependence of degradation rate on
2984 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991
sa is found to vary widely, even within a given study,23,25 sug-

gesting that some other significant factor is in play. Furthermore,

other studies have specifically indicated no correlation between

sa and protein stability.26-28 An additional problem with the

vitrification hypothesis is that it implies that the degradation rate

should scale linearly with sa, leading to the conclusion that

degradation should occur in the glass on unrealistically long

timescales. In particular, since sa near Tg is often about 10 orders

of magnitude slower than that its value in aqueous solution

where degradation normally occurs over periods of days or

weeks, protein degradation in a sugar-glass matrix should occur

on geological timescales under this hypothesis. Since this is

clearly not the case, the vitrification hypothesis of protein pres-

ervation in its na€ıve form certainly requires revision.

The other prominent dynamics-based hypothesis, ‘water

anchoring’, suggests that dynamics of the protein are coupled to

dynamics of the sugar matrix via a water bridge that is hydrogen

bonded to both. A number of experimental studies and simula-

tion studies18-20 have shown convincingly that interfacial water

can play an important role in coupling dynamics of the glassy

host with the protein. These studies have also shown that inter-

facial water anchors more effectively to trehalose glasses than to

sucrose glasses,18 and it appears that this is because trehalose is

more likely than sucrose to form intermolecular rather than

intramolecular hydrogen bonds.21

While it is fairly clear that each of the mechanisms in the four

hypotheses mentioned above actually exist, it is not clear which is

relevant to the issue of chemical and physical protein stability in

sugar-glass. It is important to know which, if any, of these

mechanisms are relevant since they suggest rather different

approaches for engineering sugar-glass formulations to opti-

mally suppress protein degradation. The water replacement and

vitrification hypotheses have been considered and tested exten-

sively in the context of protein stabilization, but neither has

yielded a universal or quantitative metric for predicting protein

stability in sugar-glass matrices. The lack of a reliable predictive

model suggests to us that we should be looking elsewhere for the

primary factors in protein stabilization.
Recent findings

We and others29-33 have reported that high-frequency ‘‘b relaxa-

tion’’ processes in sugar-glasses correlate strongly with protein or

other drug stability; i.e., with rates of physical and chemical

degradation of processes in the glass. From this we infer that

these motions couple to the conformational flexibility of proteins

and to small-molecule transport in these glasses. A large body of

literature supports this inference. In general, glasses exhibit at

least two distinct high-frequency relaxations, or b processes, the

so-called ‘‘fast b’’ (bfast) and the slow, or Johari-Goldstein b (bJG)

process.34 The bfast relaxation is associated with super-diffusive

exploration of the molecular cage of neighbors, and occurs on

a picosecond timescale,35 while the bJG relaxation is associated

with small amplitude intermolecular motions and typically

occurs on timescale of microseconds to milliseconds in sugar-

glass.36,37 Small amplitude protein motions appear to be ‘‘slaved’’

to the bfast dynamics of the fluid matrix.38-40 Small molecule

transport appears to be coupled to both bfast and bJG; the former

through a connection between free volume and the amplitude of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 Antiplasticization effects in sugar/diluent glasses. a: Dielectric

relaxation times for melt-quenched trehalose glasses containing varying

amounts of glycerol, indicated as mass fraction. Data taken from ref. 54.

Relaxation times at 320 K are independent of glycerol content for glyc-

erol mass fraction( 0.2 Inset: Linear dependence of log(sb) on activation
energy Ea for glycerol mass fraction ( 0.2. b and c: Arrhenius plots of

HRP degradation rates in antiplasticized maltitol glasses. b: maltitol with

the following mass fractions of glycerol�0 (C), 0.05( ), 0.1 ( ), 0.2 ( ).

c: maltitol with the followingmass fractions of dimethyl sulfoxide�0 (C),

0.05( ), 0.1 ( ), 0.15 ( ), 0.2 ( ).
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fast b relaxation41-43 and the latter through small-scale matrix

motions such as glucose ring flips.44 Furthermore, it has long

been held that high frequency motions in general can gate reac-

tive and diffusive processes in highly viscous media.45-46 The bfast
and bJG relaxation seem to be linked, at least qualitatively47

through similar response to antiplasticizing additives, and both

have been associated with a relaxation through theory and

phenomenological correlation.48-53

In the present work, we first critically examine the currently

held dynamic and thermodynamic hypotheses, and show that, as

commonly conceived, none can account for the data. We then

provide evidence that protein degradation after freeze-drying is

instead directly linked to b-relaxation of the glass as a whole. In

particular, we show that stability trends are largely or entirely

accounted for by trends in b-relaxation of the entire glassy

system. We suggest a significant modification of the vitrification

hypothesis where b-relaxations, rather than a-relaxation, are the

gating motions governing the degradation of proteins in sugar

glasses. We further suggest that the relationship of degradation

rates to both a and b relaxation of the glass can be understood in

terms of transport-limited reactions. In doing so we arrive at

a firm physical foundation for engineering the stabilization of

proteins and potentially many other biological materials.
Evidence for the central role of b relaxation

Below we consider the central role of fast relaxation processes in

relation to protein stability in the glass. We first demonstrate

a strong correlation between bJG relaxation (ms to ms timescales)

and degradation rates of model analytical proteins. Using data

from the same formulations we show that a relaxation does not

correlate at all with protein stability, even thought a relaxation

and protein degradation occurs on comparable timescales. We

then consider bfast relaxation (ns timescale) in biopharmaceutical

formulations, showing that it too correlates well with protein

stability. Using the bfast results we also show that the thermo-

dynamic stabilization hypotheses are untenable as currently

conceived. Evidently high frequency dynamics associated with

very small molecular displacements of the matrix is the

predominate factor in determining protein stability in glasses.

The correlation between b relaxation and protein degradation is

truly remarkable given that these processes can be separated by

as much as 17 orders of magnitude in time.
bJG relaxation

As mentioned above, there is reason to suspect that fast processes,

b-relaxation rather than a-relaxation, may control protein stability

in the glass. Here we use the antiplasticization phenomenon to

independently control a and b relaxation so that we may resolve

their relative roles in the stability of freeze-dried proteins. Anti-

plasticizers are molecular47,54-56 or nanoparticulate additives57,58

that speed up a relaxation (lower Tg) in the glass, while simulta-

neously slowing down the higher frequency b relaxation process.

This is in contrast to ordinary plasticization where both a and

b relaxation are accelerated with the addition of a diluent.

Fig. 1a provides an illustration of the antiplasticization effect,

as exhibited by the behavior of the bJG relaxation for a series of

melt-quenched trehalose-glasses with varying amounts of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
glycerol.36,47,54 We see that as glycerol is added to trehalose, the

activation energy for the bJG relaxation process, Ea,b, increases

and the logarithm of the Arrhenius prefactor, log(aN,b),

decreases proportionally in such a way that there is a crossing

temperature, the antiplasticization temperature Ta, below which

the bJG relaxation time slows down with the additive, and above

which it speeds up. This proportionality also leads to a linear

relationship between Ea,b and log(sb) at all temperatures inves-

tigated, as is shown explicitly for glycerol mass fractions up to 0.2

at 23 �C in the inset to Fig. 1a. At high glycerol mass fractions

(>0.2), the proportionality relation between Ea,b and log(aN,b)

breaks down, and sb decreases at all temperatures with further

addition of glycerol. We have recently shown that this anti-

plasticization behavior can be understood based on simple

analyticity arguments related to the activation free energy gov-

erning the bJG relaxation process.47 The effect, often termed

‘‘entropy-enthalpy compensation,’’ arises when the activation

entropy and enthalpy terms have opposite signs and the leading

concentration term in a Taylor expansion of the activation free

energy dominates so that the activation energy and entropy are

proportional and extensive in the amount of diluent added to the

glass.47 Because the leading term in a Taylor series expansion is

by definition linear in the perturbation (such as the addition of an

antiplasticizer), entropy-enthalpy compensation is fulfilled over

a sufficiently small range for almost any variable that signifi-

cantly affects the reaction rate. Of note here is that, for the

dielectric data of Fig. 1a (and protein stability data introduced

below) this linear response persists over a 20% change in the

formulation concentration and holds for over six orders of

magnitude change in dynamic response! A model by Douglas

et al.59 predicts entropy-enthalpy compensation effects over

a similarly large concentration range for associating proteins,

and Freed60 has recently shown that the same mathematical

origin as described above can account for entropy-enthalpy

compensation with concentration of ‘‘inert’’ additives in model

reaction processes.
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991 | 2985
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Fig. 2 Enzyme degradation rates at 23 �C in >100 plasticized and

antiplasticized sugar-glasses. Top abscissa values are derived from acti-

vation energies for degradation and the relationship shown in the inset to

Fig. 1. The solid lines are best fits to the data and yield a slope near 1 for

log(sd) vs. log(sb) Inset: T–Tg for most of the glasses shown in the main

figure, plotted against enzyme degradation rate. No correlation is found

between the abscissa value, a surrogate for sa, and enzyme stability.
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Taking advantage of entropy-enthalpy compensation for sb,
we differentially vary a and bJG relaxation rates in a series of

antiplasticized glasses in order to clarify whether either of these

dynamical properties has a dominant impact on protein stability.

Panels b and c of Fig. 1 show degradation times (sd) of a model

protein, horseradish peroxidase (HRP) in two such series of

antiplasticized glasses. Values of sd were determined by

measuring reconstituted HRP enzymatic activity after holding

the freeze-dried protein-sugar samples under constant tempera-

ture for varying times. (See Supplementary Material for details.)

Error bars represent intervals of one standard deviation derived

from at least three replicate determinations of sd at each

temperature. The behavior of the sd values precisely mimics that

of the b relaxation seen in Fig. 1a and its inset: sd behaves in an

Arrhenius manner, having Ea values that are tuned by varying

the glycerol or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) concentration. Also,

the apparent antiplasticization temperature Ta for each of these

plots is similar to the 320 K value observed in Fig. 1a, a common

finding in systems exhibiting an entropy-enthalpy compensation

relationship.47,54,56,61-63 The trends are furthermore non-mono-

tonic with antiplasticizer concentration, having a reversal in the

sign of the effect on sd somewhere in the range of a (0.05 to 0.1)

mass fraction DMSO or glycerol, which is a common pattern in

entropy-enthalpy compensation with antiplasticizing additives.

This precise coincidence of behavior between sd and b relaxation

clearly shows that changing the b relaxation time of the glass

significantly impacts HRP stability. We have gone on to measure

the enzyme stability in more than 100 such antiplasticized glasses

and find this same behavior in every case. The collected data are

plotted in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows log(sd) for HRP and equine alcohol dehydroge-

nase (ADH) at room temperature (T ¼ 23 �C) for 22 anti-

plasticized sugar glass systems, comprising >100 glass

formulations. (See SupplementalMaterial for full specification of

these glasses.) The lower abscissa is the apparent activation

energy, Ea, for the temperature dependence of sd in the various

glasses. The solid lines are best fits to the data. The linear rela-

tionship here between log(sd) and Ea is a clear sign that bJG
relaxation plays an important role in the protein degradation

processes for all of these sugar-glasses.

In addition to being linear, the relationship between log(sd) and
Ea has the same slope as that for log(sb) and Ea in the inset to

Fig. 1a. We demonstrate this by using the linear relationship shown

in inset to Fig. 1a to obtain log(sb) values for a process with Ea

values from the bottom axis of Fig. 2, and plot those values on the

top axis of Fig. 2. Obtained in this way, the slope of the fits to

log(sd) against log(sb) is 1 for both ADH and HRP. Thus, we find

the degradation rates scale linearly with sb in all of these glasses,

even though the timescales of sb and sd are separated by more than

12 decades in time. This strengthens our conclusion that b relaxa-

tion of the sugar matrix is a predominant kinetic parameter gov-

erning protein degradation in these systems.
a relaxation

We contrast this strong correlation between protein stability and

bJG relaxation with a consideration of the relationship between

protein stability and a relaxation. The inset to Fig. 2 shows sd
values of HRP plotted against values of (T–Tg) for the systems
2986 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991
shown in the main figure. Here (T–Tg) values are expected to

track with sa; a larger negative value of (T–Tg) generally indi-

cates a slower a-relaxation. While the precise relationship

between (T–Tg) and log(sa) depends on the relative heat capacity

difference between the glass and supercooled liquid,64 which

varies somewhat from glass to glass, a strong correlation between

(T–Tg) and log(sa) is expected for these glasses. In contrast to

this expectation, there is no evident correlation between sd and
(T–Tg) in the measurements. The lack of any discernable trend in

the inset to Fig. 2 indicates that a relaxation does not have

a direct and significant influence on protein stability, at least for

formulations deep in the glassy regime. This observation is

consistent with previous reports26-28 and with the data of Fig. 1b

and c where the protein stability in the glass state increases as we

add DMSO or glycerol to maltitol, even though sa is reduced.

On one hand one might expect that the slow a relaxation

dynamics would gate protein degradation processes in the glass

since the two processes occur on approximately the same time

scale. On the other hand, a relaxation is related to center-of-mass

molecular displacements and large-scale protein conformational

fluctuations.40 It is not obvious that displacements on such

a scale are really relevant to the problem at hand. These types of

motions may be coupled to a relaxation in the glass, but would

occur on vastly longer timescales, requiring many cumulative

elemental a relaxation events.
bfast relaxation

We now turn to b relaxation on very short timescales. We have

used incoherent inelastic neutron scattering65 intensity to obtain
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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the mean-squared displacement (<u2>) of hydrogen atoms66 in

sugar-glasses on a nanosecond timescale. The value of <u2>

reflects the competition between thermally induced particle

motion and elastic effects associated with interparticle interac-

tions that impede motion. We have previously shown that

<u2>�1, as measured by neutron scattering, strongly correlates

with protein stability in sugar glasses.33,67 In those studies, as in

the present work, <u2> measurements are made on a timescale

slightly longer than that on which the bfast relaxation occurs.

However, in the glassy state there is very little relaxation after

bfast relaxation on the ps – ns timescale,68 so <u2> measured at

a nanosecond is a good measure of the amplitude of the bfast
relaxation. We emphasize that the values of <u2> we obtained in

these studies were influenced both by the protein and the glassy

host in which the protein was encapsulated.

Fig. 3a shows the relationship between <u2> and sugar mass

fraction (F) in freeze-dried glasses for three globular proteins, an

IgG (125 kD), lysozyme (14 kD), and a cytokine (19 kD). We

observe that <u2> changes in an essentially linear manner with F

for all these proteins. Under the assumption that this linear

relationship betweenF and <u2> is general for globular proteins,
Fig. 3 Relative effects of fast b relaxation and protein conformation on

stability. a: Amplitude of mean-squared displacements in protein/sucrose

glasses for three proteins of MW ¼ 19 kD cytokine,:lysozyme, 150

kD IgG. b: Aggregation and chemical degradation rates of proteins

freeze-dried in sucrose or trehalose-based glasses plotted as a function of

<u2>�1. Abscissa values are estimated from the relationship in panel a. c:

Spectroscopic correlation coefficient for protein secondary structure as

a function of sucrose mass fraction in freeze-dried glasses for proteins of

MW ¼ 185, 150, 125, 79, and , 19 kD, data from ref. 22. d:

Relative impact of protein conformation and of <u2> on protein stability.

Left ordinate – (,) values of vln k/v<u2>�1 obtained from <u2>�1 > 3.0

(F > 0.5) of panel c. Right ordinate – ( ) values of vln k/vr obtained from

<u2>�1 < 3.0 region of panel c, using vln(k)/v<u2>�1 values obtained from

<u2>�1 > 3.0. Abbreviations for protein identities in c and d: I40, I50 –

IgG aggregation in sucrose71 at 40 and 50 �C, respectively. A40, A50, B40,

B50, C40, C50, D50, E50 – Aggregation of proteins A–E in sucrose33 at

(40 and 50) �C. H2S, H2T – Aggregation of her2 antibody in sucrose or

trehalose respectively17 at 40 �C. rSA – chemical degradation of serum

albumin in sucrose71 at 50 �C. gT40, gS40 – Aggregation of rhuMAB in

sucrose or trehalose.69 ghAT, ghCT – Aggregation or chemical degra-

dation respectively, of hGH in trehalose.25 ghAS, ghCS – Aggregation or

chemical degradation respectively, of hGH in surose.25

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
we can estimate relative changes in the amplitude of bfast relax-

ation when F is systematically changed in reported stability

studies of pharmaceutically important proteins.

Fig. 3b shows protein degradation rates as a function of

<u2>�1 for all published stability studies that we could find where

F is systematically changed and stability of a globular protein is

measured.17,33,67,69,71 These data include both aggregation and

chemical degradation rates of proteins in sucrose and trehalose-

based sugar-glass formulations. Here we focus on the enhance-

ment of protein stability upon the addition of sugar by plotting

relative degradation rates of the proteins in sugar-glasses; the

absolute protein degradation rates have been arbitrarily shifted

on the log axis. For three of these proteins,25,33,67we have neutron

backscattering data from which we obtain <u2>�1. For the

remainder, we estimate <u2>�1 as a function of F and based on

the data of Fig. 3a.

Here we observe a linear relationship between <u2>�1 and

degradation rate for chemical as well as physical degradation

processes of eleven proteins in sucrose and trehalose glasses at

various temperatures. The linear relationship is remarkable given

that measured <u2>�1 and the degradation rates are measured on

timescales differing by 15 orders of magnitude.
Thermodynamic stabilization

We now turn to evaluation of the thermodynamic stabilization

hypotheses. We discuss these primarily in terms of secondary

rather than tertiary protein structure because the trends in

secondary structure with sugar: protein mass ratio are well

established, whereas there is very little, if any, analogous data on

trends in tertiary structure. Furthermore, secondary structure is

the context in which these ideas are applied practically; protein

formulators will often use FTIR spectra of proteins in glass in an

attempt to predict stability.

Regarding ‘water replacement’, it appears that sugars

‘‘replace’’ water to some extent as protein solutions are dried,

stabilizing the protein secondary structure. Fig. 3c shows how

a measure of protein secondary structure changes with F in

freeze-dried glasses for five globular proteins, ranging in molec-

ular mass from 19 to 180 kD.33 The spectral correlation coeffi-

cient, r, is plotted on the ordinate. Here r ¼ Sixiyi/(Sixi
2yi

2)1/2 is

obtained through a comparison between IR spectra of a refer-

ence native protein in an aqueous phase to the protein in the glass

where xi and yi are the second derivatives of spectral absorbance

values of the reference and glass-sequestered protein in the amide

I region (1600 to 1700) cm�1. The trend observed here is observed

quite generally; globular proteins become increasingly native-like

with increasing sugar mass fraction (F) forF < 0.5, but r plateaus

at F z 0.5, becoming independent of F for F > 0.5.33,70,71 The

plateau in secondary structure appears to occur at F where there

are just enough hydroxyl groups from the sugar to titrate polar

and hydrogen-bonding groups on the protein surface.15 The

sugar to protein mass ratio needed to meet this criterion is

typically in the vicinity of F¼ 0.5, and changes only weakly with

protein molecular mass (M), scaling as M1/3. Previous work70 has

supported the view that the sugars stabilize the secondary

structure of the protein by demonstrating that increased

hydrogen bonding between the sugar and protein leads to

increasingly native secondary protein structure in the glass. That
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991 | 2987
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sugars stabilize the secondary structure is incontrovertible, but

the significance of this effect for chemical and aggregation

stability of the protein in the sugar glass is not clear. Given the

correspondence of <u2> to degradation rate observed in Fig. 3b,

we are in a position to address the question of whether a more

native-like secondary structure leads intrinsically to an increased

stability for proteins embedded in the glass.

The data in Fig. 3b, along with the existence of two distinct

regions of secondary structure dependency on F (i.e., regimes

above and below F ¼ 0.5) allows us to determine whether

secondary structure is causally related to protein stability in the

glass. Assuming protein degradation is influenced only by

b relaxation (specifically, <u2>) and protein conformation, we

can write

d ln k

dhu2i�1
¼ v ln k

vhu2i�1
þ v ln k

vr

dr

dF

dF

dhu2i�1
(1)

From Fig. 3c, we know that dr/dF ¼ 0 for F > 0.5, so any

change in degradation rate should be entirely due to b-relaxation

in this regime. Thus, the slope of ln k vs. <u2>�1 for F > 0.5

should give us an accurate estimation of vln k/v<u2>�1.

In Fig. 3d, we plot values of vln k/v<u2>�1 for each of

the protein systems of Fig. 3b. These values are determined

from the region of Fig. 3b where <u2>�1 >3.0, for which also

F > 0.5, and thus where dr/dF ¼ 0. If we assume that the values

of vln k/v<u2>�1 obtained for F > 0.5 hold also in the regime

F < 0.5, we can solve for vln k/vr via eqn (1), given that we have

known, nonzero values of dr/dF for F < 0.5. Values of vln k/vr

obtained in this way are plotted for each protein as open circles

in Fig. 3d, against the right ordinate. With a few exceptions,

these values are equal to zero within measurement uncertainty.

In other words, although there are significant changes in the

secondary structure of the proteins, these changes typically have

no effect on stability since values of vln k/v<u2>�1 obtained at

F > 0.5 accounts entirely for the stability trends in F.

A few of the protein systems appear to present an exception to

this general trend. One is represented by I40 and I50, an IgG in

sucrose at 40 �C and 50 �C60, which gives positive values of vln k/

vr. In Fig. 3b we see that all but the last data point for this system

is consistent with a uniform linear relationship between ln k and

<u2>�1 over all F, and therefore consistent with vln k/vr ¼ 0.

Thus, the apparent positive values of vln k/vr may be an artefact

of errors in a single data point for this system. Two of the other

three systems (I40 & gS40) that show positive values of vln k/vr

behave in this same way, but we cannot rule out the possibility

that changes in conformation significantly impact stability in the

glass for these three proteins. It is conceivable that some proteins

will be more susceptible to degradation when they lose native

secondary structure if reactive peptides, such as cysteines are

exposed that would be otherwise buried in the native

conformation.

While it is clear that sugars help to stabilize a native-like

secondary structure, we conclude from the data of Fig. 3d that

the state of the protein secondary structure in a freeze-dried glass

has no general, significant impact on protein stability, and that

the water replacement hypothesis in its present form is thus not

able to account in an important way for the stabilization effect of

the sugar matrix.
2988 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991
Why have protein secondary structure and a-relaxation in the

glass persisted so long as working metrics for predicting protein

stabilizing efficacy glassy formulations, even though neither is

entirely reliable or quantitative? The answer is two-fold. Firstly,

until now, there has been no hypothesis that better explains

experimental results. Secondly, both the water replacement and

the traditional vitrification pictures of protein stabilization have

associated plausible physical models and supporting, albeit

circumstantial, evidence. It is a highly attractive idea that

chemical and aggregation stability should be enhanced for

native-like proteins and, indeed, correlation is often observed

between protein stability and protein conformation. It is a simi-

larly attractive idea that vitrification, or slowing of a relaxation,

should slow chemical reactions that underlie degradation

processes in the glass. Degradation rates often correlate with

a-relaxation times in a given glass, but the extent of this

correlation is highly variable from glass to glass.23,25

In contrast to secondary protein structure and a relaxation,

b relaxation quantitatively tracks degradation rates from

aggregation or chemical degradation for all the protein/glass

systems we have investigated. This relationship provides a robust

metric for rapidly estimating protein stability and evaluating

glassy formulations, a process which currently requires months

of laborious testing. The drawbacks of this metric are that

convenient measurement methods have not been available. High-

frequency dielectric relaxation such as used to obtain data of

Fig. 1 cannot be used reliably for freeze-dried powers due to

presence of spurious signals72 in systems of high surface area, and

neutron scattering facilities are not generally accessible for

routine formulation testing. To address this practical issue, we

have recently shown that one can obtain information equivalent

to neutron backscattering using a spectroscopic method

involving fluorescent Stokes shifts.70
Potential mechanisms

Why do these degradation processes track b relaxation which

occurs many orders of magnitude faster, and why do they track

changes in both bJG and bfast relaxation? Timescale of bJG
relaxation and the amplitude of bfast relaxation both respond in

similar ways to changes local fluctuations accompanying changes

in stiffness and packing of the material in the glass29,47 brought

about by antiplasticization.56 It also appears that these local

fluctuations associated with b relaxation either directly gate the

degradation processes, or share a causal link with other factors

that do govern protein degradation processes.

How could these local fluctuations gate protein degradation?

One potential mechanism could operate through local protein

conformations. Simmons et al.73 have shown through simulation

that antiplasticization in polymer materials leads to a decrease in

<u2>, corresponding to an increase in material stiffness. The

local stiffness of the glass will directly impact local conforma-

tional flexibility of the protein,40 and this connection is particu-

larly important in the glass, since the elastic constant, or local

stiffness, varies significantly on a spatial scale comparable to that

of the protein, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

The background in Fig. 4 shows spatial fluctuations in the

elastic constant of a glass formed from a coarse-grained polymer

melt simulation exhibiting fragile glass formation.56 A ribbon
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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model of RNAse-A has been superimposed on this background

with its scale matched to that of the glass matrix. Although this

image is only schematic, it qualitatively illustrates fluctuations in

local elastic constants and associated mobility that have

sufficient spatial extent to facilitate conformational changes in

structural motifs of the protein, making it possible for these to

occur in the glassy state, provided the local mobility in one of

these domains is sufficiently high. The high local mobility

domains dictate the overall protein conformational mobility in

the glass. Stiffening of the glass upon antiplasticization

suppresses the fastest of these high-mobility domains,56 reducing

both <u2> and the possibility of local conformational fluctua-

tions that could lead to degradation by partial unfolding or by

transiently exposing highly reactive, and otherwise buried

moieties to reactive species diffusing in the host material.

Another potential mechanism could operate through diffusion

rates of small reactive species in the host matrix. The amplitude

of fast b relaxations measured by <u2> serve as a read-out for the

nanoscopic pore-space, or ‘‘free volume,’’42 and facilitate diffu-

sion of small molecules such as gasses.43 Furthermore, bJG
relaxations, are known to facilitate diffusion of slightly larger

species such as water in saccharide glasses.44 Under conditions

that prevail in these glasses74 one expects reactions involving

multiple species to be diffusion rate limited, so that kd would be

directly proportional to DT, the diffusion coefficient of the

relevant species. This prediction is made by both the Smo-

luchowski theory of diffusion-limited reactions75 and the classical

Kramers theory under diffusion-limited reaction conditions.76

These two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, and either

or both could be important, depending on the protein and the
Fig. 4 Ribbonmodel of RNAse-A, drawn to scale against a background

with a color map indicating the magnitude of the local shear elastic

constant of the background fragile glass. Red green and blue indicate

relatively high, moderate and low values of the shear modulus and thus

amplitudes of the local atomic motions. The elastic constant fluctuations

correspond to a model glass forming polymer melt,56 but this phenom-

enon is expected to be general for glasses, including our sugar-based glass

protein preservation matrices.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
degradation modes. One expects that small molecule diffusion

would be particularly important for chemical degradation

pathways.

With the relevance of reactant diffusion rates in mind, we can

now readily understand the highly variable behavior of the

relationship between a relaxation and degradation rate. To

appreciate this point, we briefly review what is known of the

relationship between DT and sa. In a dynamically homogeneous

system one expects the Stokes–Einstein (SE) relation, DT � sa�1,

to hold. On the other hand, spatial heterogeneity in dynamics, as

observed in the glass, is sufficient to cause dramatic violation of

the classical SE behaviour.77,78 Here, rather than the classical

behavior, a ‘fractional Stokes–Einstein’ relationship (DT � sa �d)

is observed, where 0 < d < 1.79 This altered scaling relationship

between DT and sa has significant implications for rates of

reaction in glass-forming and other complex liquids in that it

implies a corresponding fractional power law relationship

between the rate of reaction kd and sa, i.e., kd � sa �d. Such

a relationship is commonly observed in water80 and numerous

other complex liquids79,81-85 under conditions where dynamic

heterogeneity is prevalent. In such systems, DT can be enhanced

by as much as five orders of magnitude at Tg
78 over the value

expected in the classical Stokes–Einstein picture. The magnitude

of this enhancement in DT is strongly influenced by the properties

of the most mobile domains in the glass, and thus the breadth of

the distribution of dynamics, or, correspondingly, the fragility of

the glass.78,86,87

The fact that DT (and thus kd) decouples from sa in glasses

generally, and that this decoupling varies with glass composition

provides rationale for results that were previously difficult to

understand. Pikal et al.25 observed a monotonic relationship

between kd and sa for chemical degradation and aggregation of

hGH, although this relationship varied significantly between

sucrose and trehalose formulations. As it turns out, their results

are consistent with kd � sa�d in sucrose with d ¼ 0.75, and in

trehalose with d ¼ 0.25. Duddu et al.23 obtained similar results

for aggregation of an IgG in trehalose and sucrose. The mono-

tonic change in kdwith sa have been interpreted as supporting the

traditional vitrification hypothesis. However, until now the

considerable variation in this relationship between formulations

had not been explained.

Unlike temperature-dependent studies on a single formula-

tion, no clear pattern emerges between kd and sa when multiple

formulations are compared at fixed temperature,26-28 and these

observations have been viewed as evidence against a relationship

between sa and kd. A clear example of variability in the rela-

tionship between kd and sa is shown in the inset to Fig. 2; we see

from this figure that among a number of formulations with

(T-Tg)¼ 75 �C at room temperature, where one expects values of

sa to be nominally equivalent, the variation in kd can be on the

order of 105. This variation is perfectly understandable for

a fractional SE relationship between DT and sa in which the

coupling exponent d varies over the observed range (0.25 to 1),

depending on the particular sugar-glass matrix.

The mere existence of the decoupling also addresses a basic

concern that we expressed above regarding the adequacy of the

traditional vitrification hypothesis for describing the rate

of protein degradation. The simple proportionality assumption

kd � sa between the rate of protein degradation rate and the
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991 | 2989
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structural relaxation underlying the vitrification hypothesis

simply ignores SE violation and thus it is no surprise that this

model can lead to wildly underestimated degradation rates upon

extrapolating from the liquid state. A modification of the vitri-

fication hypothesis based on an extrapolation of the fractional

power relation kd � sa�d might well lead to more reasonable

estimates of protein degradation rates, and this possibility

remains to be checked.
Conclusions

We have shown that stability against aggregation, chemical

degradation, and enzymatic activity loss for proteins seques-

tered in a sugar-glass is directly related to relatively high

frequency processes in the glass, both bJG and bfast relaxation.

We observe a linear relationship between degradation rates and

b relaxation that persists over at least five orders of magnitude

in rate. Quantitative tracking of any variable with protein

stability in sugar-glass over this dynamic range is

unprecedented.

We have proposed that the high frequency b relaxation

processes in the glass affect protein degradation through

coupling of the b relaxations to local protein motions and to

diffusion of small molecule reactive species in the glass. In

connection with the latter, we show that consideration of

a material-dependent fractional Stokes Einstein relation

between a relaxation times and transport properties of reactive

species can easily explain the enigmatic behavior observed when

comparing a relaxation to protein degradation rates in the glass.

The behavior now explained includes variations in log(sa) vs.

log(kd) from glass to glass, and differences in kd covering five

orders of magnitude between glasses at nominally the same

value of sa.
We have used this correspondence in kd and b relaxation

to demonstrate that the water-replacement hypothesis of

protein stabilization is not correct. Sugars may partially

substitute for water in stabilizing the secondary structure of

proteins in the dry glass, but protein secondary structure is not,

in general, directly related to degradation rate of the protein in

the glass.

In this work we have used dielectric spectroscopy to

measure bJG relaxation in melt quenched glasses, and neutron

scattering to quantify changes in bfast in freeze-dried sugar-

glasses. We are currently developing a bench top method for

measuring bfast relaxation that will be amenable to freeze-dried

glasses, and suggest that other properties connected with

b relaxation, such as compressibility, density, or modulus may

also provide measures indicative of protein stability. As a prac-

tical matter, we expect additives and processes that allow for

a tuning of b relaxation will have a marked impact on protein

stability in glass matrices, allowing for a more rational design of

protein preservation formulations. Tuning the fragility of glass-

formation with molecular and nanoparticle antiplasticizer

additives has many other applications in the design of materials

where specific values of hardness and toughness are

required.88,89 b relaxation measurements may provide a useful

and convenient metrology for quantifying the effect of such

additives on the elastic properties of these composite materials

as well.
2990 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 2983–2991
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